LIBERTY LOUD

2020 SEASON

SAT. 7/25 • 12PM SEATTLE STORM

WED. 7/29 • 8PM @ DALLAS WINGS

FRI. 7/31 • 7PM @ ATLANTA DREAM

SUN. 8/2 • 1PM PHOENIX MERCURY

WED. 8/5 • 7PM MINNESOTA LYNX

FRI. 8/7 • 7PM @ WASHINGTON MYSTICS

SUN. 8/9 • 3PM LAS VEGAS ACES

TUES. 8/11 • 9PM @ LOS ANGELES SPARKS

THURS. 8/13 • 6PM INDIANA FEVER

SAT. 8/15 • 6PM @ MINNESOTA LYNX

TUES. 8/18 • 10PM @ SEATTLE STORM

THURS. 8/20 • 7PM CHICAGO SKY

SAT. 8/22 • 4PM @ CONNECTICUT SUN

TUES. 8/25 • 7PM @ CHICAGO SKY

THURS. 8/27 • 8PM DALLAS WINGS

SAT. 8/29 • 4PM @ LAS VEGAS ACES

TUES. 9/1 • 7PM CONNECTICUT SUN

THURS. 9/3 • 7PM ATLANTA DREAM

SAT. 9/5 • 8PM @ PHOENIX MERCURY

TUES. 9/8 • 7PM LOS ANGELES SPARKS

THURS. 9/10 • 7PM @ INDIANA FEVER

SAT. 9/12 • 4PM WASHINGTON MYSTICS

ESPN

CBSSN / YES/FSGO

YES/FSGO

ESPN

CBSSN / YES/FSGO

ESPN

YES/FSGO

CBSSN / YES/FSGO

YES/FSGO

CBSSN / YES/FSGO

YES/FSGO

CBSSN / YES/FSGO

YES/FSGO

CBSSN / YES/FSGO

YES/FSGO

* INDICATES A TAPE DELAY ON GAMES